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The day has finally come, months of planning, liaising and

coordinating being put to the test in just a mere fortnight,

the road here wasn’t easy seeing as the other team

members has their busy lives and chose to put it aside and

instead take two weeks to inspire and be inspired by the

kids of SK Teringai, we all come from varying backgrounds

but we each had a unifying thought, to inspire the future

generation of bright young individuals to improve the lives

of their families and community through education. The

theme this year was “Inspire”, we were all inspired when

we were young to do what we do today, we hear success

stories and think: “Wow! I want to be like them someday”

or better yet: “I NEED to be like them someday, to inspire

MY future successors!” and now, it is time to practice what

you preach. 

 

The hidden deal package that no one knew was the

sleepless night before the flight, the anxiety that builds up

before each life changing event, the fear of messing things

up; and to that I say: “Don’t take yourself too seriously”,

have fun and be open to new experiences, and one might

say: “you can call it a mistake, I call it an experience to

learn from”. 

 

As planned, my team arrived in the airport all readied up to

go, there was a beautiful sense of excitement in the air,

reminiscent of the golden days you would go to a theme

park when you were young for the first time, you were

excited about the sights and smells of cotton candy,

hotdogs and popcorn lingering in the air as you watched

your favorite characters come to life. 

DAY 1: ZHE YI
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DAY 1: ZHE YI
Checking in the luggage went smoothly, and you get what you would expect in a 3-hour plane ride to

Sabah: Refreshments, crammed seats, a crying baby that would make you wish that the life jacket was a

parachute instead, and trying to get to the toilet while you are at the window seat but the 2 other

passengers are knocked out so you feel bad for waking them up but also you needed to pee really really

badly so you just sit there trying to figure out your life choices. 

 

Once the team had landed in Sabah, the plan was to get items that we could not bring over from KL (to be

more accurate, to prevent paying extra luggage weight fees). After a quick lunch, the team set out to work

to gather the items for the projects we planned and it went as smooth as butter, which was relieving for

everyone since we had to carry out the packing of the pencil cases and toothbrush (Sponsored by

Colgatetm) to be given to all the kids which took at least 4 hours and every inch of the team’s patience. 

 

After a meeting session with the team to share some thoughts and final words before the project officially

commences, everyone went to bed with a tired but fulfilled self, ready for the challenges ahead. 



DAY 2: SHUN QI

As promised we did not wake up for the market walk and breakfast at 7am(sorry zhe yi). after the cramming

our fat baggage and ourselves into the van, we set off on our 2hour+ not-so-smooth ride. This being my

second trip back to Teringai, no doubt the ride in was nostalgic. 

 

When we arrived, despite the headmaster not being available, we were welcomed warmly by the teachers.

After breaking ice with the teachers, we immediately set off to clean up and set up our home for next 2

weeks. 

 

tragically, my experience last year did not prepare me for the lovely surprise we had aka no water. No

running water from taps, translates into shower, washing clothes and other issues. The rushing stream of

my fav shower spot in the sungai last year, was reduced to a miserable almost stagnant pool of shallow

water. and yeah, that was exactly where we showered. 

 

as we were cleaning up our room, curious asrama kids popped by. many still recognized me from last year,

surprisingly. they were very enthusiastic to help us clear up the room. and before we knew it, we were

roped into joining their evening games session-which later turn out to involve lots of running. despite being

unable to keep up with their energy, i genuinely enjoyed the fun running around barefoot playing kiddie

games as i did at least a decade ago. 

 

Cutting short the big drama by the ladies during the river shower, we had a scrumptious home-cooked

dinner by mak cik canteen. We refreshed our malay vocabularies for mathematics class tomorrow,

throwing in some random banter which is good for the team, before snuggling into our sleeping bags. i

instantly K.O-ed when my head hit the self made pillow from towels and shirts. 

 

Day 1 in Teringai had been nothing short of exciting. To me, coming back to Teringai was therapeutic to the

soul. The people, the simple life, the school…countless little things that captured my heart last year then

brought me back to this school once again this year. 



DAY 3:  
ZHE YI

The day started off like any other, except this time we woke up

sprawled in sleeping bags on the floor filled with what I would

consider a bug spray warehouse, literally the whole floor was filled

with mosquito repellent of all shapes and sizes. Breakfast was

served by the canteen and it was sardine sandwiches and Milo, a

perfect way to start the day! 

 

Monday is Hari Perhimpunan (Assembly Day), where kids of all years

come to sing the national anthem, the state anthem and the school

song. This was followed by a speech by the headmaster and they

welcomed us to the school. Suddenly, the teachers decided to pull

a fast one and asked me to give a speech as a project leader to the

school, needless to say I was thrown off guard by their request but

years of Bahasa Malaysia class in school is going to be paid off

today, so I just picked up the mic and introduced my team and

announced that in these 2 weeks, we were going to eat, play and

learn together; and most importantly: we are all going to have fun

doing it!It was followed by a short introduction from each volunteer

and a final speech by the teacher in charge. 

 

The day continued with an Ice Breaking Session with the year 6

students piloted by Alia and Natasha, we played games where the

kids get random colored candy and have to perform a task in order

to savor the delicious treats. Needless to say, it taught us about the

kid’s one and only weakness, candy. One kid was eyeing the piece

of candy like it’s going give an answer to life’s most important

question: “Yanny or Laurel?”. 

 

Jokes aside, the session really gave the team a good platform to

bond with the students, we were all laughing at the end and

sparking conversations with them in B.M, a great start to a

meaningful project! Of course, it was not all fun and games, we then

had a night class from 7:30 to 9:30 teaching the kid’s Math and

English. Being the first time the team is doing these night classes,

the room for adjustment and improvement is present as we were all

drained from the class at the end of it, we need to control the

energy so that we do not tire ourselves out for future classes! 



DAY 4: CARMEN NG
Day 4 was the first day of having a full schedule. It was also the first day where I met all three of my kids! I

was lucky enough to get the kids which understood English the best in class and I was grateful that they

were still engaging with me even though I couldn’t speak a single word of Malay. In the first session, I had

to gauge their English level so I made them read a story book and to my surprise they really enjoyed the

session; we jotted down the vocabularies they’ve never come across and also they did a lot better than

what I expected. I felt accomplished that they enjoyed my session and got something of out it. 

 

Besides teaching, we also started to work on our mural for the school which is located in the Astrama this

year. Most of the heavy lifting was done by the guys since they were tall enough to reach. We started

painting over the original colour of the wall so we have a clean canvas to work with. 4-5 is the kids’

playtime and we are requested to join them to play catch and volleyball. It’s the time when the kids are the

most lively and you can see that they really treasure this time especially because suddenly this bunch of

kakak and abang came to join them. Even though it gets super sweaty, it’s worth it being able to bond with

them and seeing their happy faces. 

 

It’s really hard to expect everyone to settle in fully by the second day. As a foreigner volunteering at this

school, it’s such a far stretch to what I’m used to, the humidity (without air con), the mosquitos (was the

worst), showering in the river was all scary and new to me. But after spending the first full day, I realised

you don’t really notice these things in the process, you forget about the fear and discomfort because the

focus shifts to preparing for the next class, slipping in a nap in between class, play time with the kids and

always, what are we having for dinner! 

 

Looking forward to the upcoming days when I become closer with my kids and also seeing them grow in

knowledge. It’s been a rollercoaster so far and I cannot wait to see what is yet to come! 



DAY 5:  
MELISSA 

ONG

It was only our 5thday here in the school and I was still adjusting to

waking up feeling my numbed arm from sleeping sideways on the

hard cold floor with just a sleeping bag separating us and my jacket

as a pillow. However, being greeted by the sound of the students

playing in the field and their laughter wakes me up almost

immediately along with the footsteps of the other volunteers

walking around the small wooden house as we wake up one by one.

As the past few nights were raining heavily, we were lucky enough

to get some running water out from the pipes so we didn’t have to

brush our teeth with mineral water anymore hahaha. 

 

It was only our 3rdday since class has started but I was already

slowly getting used to this routine of waking up early, heading for

breakfast and then class. As it rained last night, the field was muddy

and wet but that didn’t stop the kids from playing and approaching

the volunteers to hand out their handmade letters! I was shocked

and touched when I myself received a few. To think that these kids

would even spend time colouring their cards and making it as

creative as they can just for us when we’ve only met for a few days

warms my heart. 

 

The weather today, unlike the first few days of scorching heat was

gloomy due to the morning rain. It was great until it started to rain

again while we were having breakfast causing us to be stuck in the

canteen while we wait for the rain to stop. Thankfully, the rain wasn’t

as heavy anymore as it approached class time so the rain did not

stop us from attending classes! 

 

It was only my 3rdday of teaching but today’s English afternoon

class was particularly hard to handle as the classroom was extra

noisy causing my students to be very distracted and losing focus

during class. It also did not help that due to the strong winds

outside, a piece of the roof from one of the buildings flew off which

caught the students’ attention making it even harder to get them to

focus… I truly understood the struggles of a teacher trying to get

their students to pay attention in class right there and then. 

Smiling faces that greet us every 
morning! ❤ 

Trying my best to teach despite my 
students being distracted, tougher 

than it seems �� 



DAY 5:  
MELISSA 

ONG

After the afternoon class which ended at 4pm, it is usually followed

up by the students’ play time for an hour but due to the rain, the

students did not come out to field to play which meant precious

resting time for the volunteers! As much as I love playing and

bonding with the students, I really needed to recharge after that

difficult afternoon session haha. 5pm was showering time and some

of us girl volunteers got to shower with the girls staying in the

hostel. I was touched by how the girls were willing to fill up our pail

before theirs and allowed us to use their water to shower even

before they were done showering themselves! Their hospitality and

generosity towards us when we’ve only met for a few days truly

showed me how kind these children are. After everyone was done

showering, we were all starving and headed to the canteen for…

dinner! The food served at the canteen was delicious and I am

always so excited for meal times and as expected, tonight did not

disappoint me. 

 

Dinner was then followed by night classes! I personally prefer night

classes as it wasn’t as hot in the classroom and my students could

focus better as I assumed they probably felt fresh after showering

and resting. All 3 of my students were doing well in this night class

compared to earlier and I was glad to see them following the class

well! It always puts a smile to my face when my students

understand what I taught them and it makes me happier when

they’re willing to learn and ask me questions when they’re met with

a tough question! JI’ve only been teaching my students for 3 days so

far but I see so much potential in each of them as they’re all fast

learners despite their academic disparities. I can’t wait for the

following lessons to come and hope that they truly get to gain more

knowledge and improve through each and every lesson while I’m

still here! 

Night Class shot!



DAY 6: ANIS AISHAH
It’s the 6th day we’re here. Waking up 630am, a bit early than usual, straight away to the kitchen to have a

splash of yellowish water to the face and brush our teeth. Today’s morning is a bit different from the other

days, we’re gonna have ‘Senamrobik Session’ with the kids! 

 

The session was conducted by SherMaine and Shaira, the best dance conductor in the team. The session

went quite well, except for the part where the boys were too shy to join in. We used several songs as

background music, All of Me by John Legend to start the day during the Senamrobik session!  

At first, I thought the kids couldn’t really do the senamrobik steps but, they actually really enjoyed the

session. They even asked SherMaine to teach them the steps during our evening playtime. Cuties! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The normal school session began shortly after. All you can hear as soon as you enter the classroom is the

voice of the kids try to memorise sifir, the repetitive basic English-Malay words to improve their vocab and

sometimes the screams by kakak and abang when there are bugs. The bugs and tokek are totally not a

joke 😂 



DAY 6: ANIS AISHAH

The playtime at 4-5pm was the ‘scariest’ part for us. The kids are so excited to play, have some crazy time

with us but we just an old bunch of people that couldn’t match our energy level with them. The best plan

we could come out was to hide in the house (not Zheyi and Natasha, they were as hype as the kids) until

the kids come and shout “Kakak, jom main sekarang” , then only we go out to play 😉 

 

Oh yeaa thank God, we got not water problem on that day. Some of us showered in the house while some

went to shower with the kids. The kids were so helpful, showering with them is lot more fun than having to

chase them across the field for some “hantu-hantu” game, i swear! 

 

The night class start after our dinner. Although the schedule of the kids are quite packed, they still give

110% of their effort to the class. I am so happy to see their improvement, from not knowing how to even do

simple subtraction, now they can do division! 

 

That day ended quite early, most of us knocked out around 10pm, to have a good rest for another teaching

day before weekend. 

 

The no-phone-line really help us to sleep earlier than ever. No more an hour or two of scrolling instagram

and twitter before sleep. We’ve bonded more as no one is busy looking at their phone, just laughing at

each other’s silly jokes. Will be missing this kind of memory, the kids smiles and laughs, once we go home

next week � 

 

Thank you Teringai, you have a special place in our ❤  

Quennie Yen Yen, Affiera, Anis & Marshella 



DAY 7:  
NOOR 

NATASHA

On the 13thof July, everyone continued with their normal routine.

However, that day there was no electricity as the school were

doing checks. We woke up around 7.30 am, freshen up, then

proceeded to the canteen together for breakfast. We had an

English style breakfast by the Kakak and then went back to the

house. Half of us had the usual Standard 4 English class while the

rest either helped out with the mural painting or stayed in the

house to prepare for their Standard 6 classes later. That day, I

was assigned to take photographs of the students instead. 

 

Before class started, we handed the students their files and

pencil boxes. The volunteers started the Standard 4 class with

the topic ‘Sports’. They introduced new vocabulary and gave a

few exercises for the students to do. The students seemed pretty

responsive but the students at the back of the class were not too

keen to learn. It was hard to get everyone to be interactive even

with the number of volunteers assigned for each class. 

 

At 10.00 am, we had the Standard 6 English classes. Everyone

went to their respective students and gave them personal

tutoring for UPSR. As the weather was quite hot, the students

were unable to focus. A lot of them were fidgeting around their

seat and some started fanning themselves. It was the drought

season, so it was very hot. 

 

After classes, some of us went to the house to rest while others

went to help out with the mural again while waiting for the last

class at 11.50pm. Class at 11.50pm was still pretty unproductive

given the temperature and condition the students were studying

in. A lot of us managed to give them a few revision questions

though despite the lack of comfort 

 

Fortunately, before the day could get even hotter, the electricity

came back. Everyone felt relieved that the electricity came back

in time before night class.  We did not have any afternoon classes

from 2pm to 4pm with the Standard 6 students. Instead, we

prepared materials for tomorrow’s activity as the career fair

required a lot more preparation than the rest of the activities.

Some went to continue helping out with the mural. A lot of the

students surrounded us while doing the mural. They were really

excited to see how the mural would turn out. While waiting, some

of the students had like a mini photoshoot with the camera. They

were pretty excited about getting their picture taken with the

partially finished mural. Some of the volunteers even managed to

read a book to the children while they watched the other

volunteers paint the mural. 

Mural Painting

Standard 4 English Class



DAY 7:  
NOOR 

NATASHA

In the evening, everyone went out to play sports with the

students. Despite it being quite late, the weather was still very

hot. But the students were very enthusiastic and excited about

playing sports nonetheless. Vincent and I also set up like a

volleyball net with raffia string, so the students can play a real

game. There were no scissors to cut the string up, so the children

actually told me to just use my teeth which I actually did hahaha. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After sports, the girls went to bathe with the female students and

the two guys had to wait their turn as usual. The river was still

pretty shallow, and the water was stagnant, so we showered in

the girls’ bathroom near the female dormitory. Then, everyone

went back to the house to gather stuff for the night class. 

 

We had dinner with so many bugs flying around that day. The

weather was pretty hot and wet, so it was an ideal time for

insects to come out. The students that night were pretty restless

and jumpy. As there were so many insects in the classroom,

some of them started jumping about. It was very noisy that night,

but the volunteers managed to settle them down after a short

break during the class. 

 

We went back to the house pretty much exhausted. However, we

weren’t done yet as we still had to discuss tomorrow’s activities.

There was a lot to do for the career fair tomorrow, so the

volunteers stayed up to prepare for the event. As the volunteers

would be assigned to different career stations, we prepared our

own material for tomorrow based on the career we were given.

Qi, Iman, Melissa and Carmen also came up with a small game for

the students to play called a ‘Game of Life’ after the career fair.

Everyone had to be briefed about their roles before tomorrow. 

 

We ended the day with the usual daily reflection session and the

volunteers began writing down their lesson plans for tomorrow.

Overall, it was a pretty tiring day without the electricity and the

weather being so hot. Our trip to the restaurant also tired us way

too much with the sun being scorching hot. We pretty much fell

dead asleep after everything was done. Me during the ice breaking session



DAY 8: VINCENT KOW

The 14th of July 2018 is our first Saturday at the school, which means it is the first day where we get to

sleep in (and is not required to wake up at 630am yay).  

 

We woke up at around 8am, freshened up and headed to the canteen for breakfast together as usual. As

we were eating, we also discussed on the inspiration activities that will subsequently be carried out later in

the day. 

 

The inspiration activities started off with the “career fair”at 930am. We were split into 6 different stations to

introduce and explain 6 careers to the students. The careers that we chose were: accountancy,

engineering, law, journalism, pharmacy & nursing. Since I am the only law student in the entire volunteer

group, I was tasked to man the “law”station. 

 

I struggled to explain what a career in law is to the students, as it is rather apparent that the students could

not understand how does the role of a lawyer fit into their lives. This however, made me more eager to

explain to them as I wanted to give them a greater exposure to the alternative careers that they were

unaware of.The session ended after approximately an hour and there were some extra time to kill before

lunch is served. Some of the volunteers decided to explore the kampung while the rest of us sat in the

canteen to chitchat. 

 

Our second session started at 230pm, where we conducted a life simulation called “The Game of Life”. The

purpose of the simulation is primarily to highlight the importance of education – particularly the importance

of furthering education, in order to improve the lives’of oneself (and the family). 

 

The session ended at 4pm as the students from the hostel started playing football in the field. I decided to

play volleyball on that evening since the sun was scorching hot and I don’t think I am physically fit enough

to be playing football for 5 consecutive days. I am happy to see that there are more guys playing volleyball

now, and the students are actually not segregating themselves based on gender during sports time.  

 

After showering and dinner, we proceeded with night classes as usual. The students were less attentive

than normal, which I presume it is because the students had a long day of activity. The day ended like any

other weekday, with the volunteers sitting in a circle back in our accommodation to recap and reflect on

our activity today. 

 

It has been a long day for all the volunteers today. But nonetheless, who are we to be tired of teaching and

inspiring, when the kids are still not tired of learning. 



DAY 9:  
GUANG YI

6am morning alarms which followed suit by the groans induced by

sleepiness and the morning washing, dressing routine. 

 

6.30am breakfast, our favourite rice noodles with a cup of heart-

warming Milo served. 

 

7am all ready and set to go. 

 

That’s how we started our one and only Sunday together. 

 

The wooden benches on the hi-lux carried the weight of the group of

13. The soft wind carried the laughter of our jokes and excitement.

Rocky, bumpy roads. Like most rides we experience, this one is not

the most smooth-sailing one to say the least. Our thoughts went up

and down like how the ride went. 

 

13 individuals, 13 personalities, 13 minds, 13 dreams. 

 

In this tiny, cramp space. 

 

We are all but one. 

 

We are a team. 

 

A team that mostly have fun and makes every moment enjoyable. 

 

A team which supports and motivates, keeps each other in check

to strive for betterment and improvement together. 

 

Our baby footsteps are aligned in direction with one another. 

 

We made our first stop at Kota Maradu, the nearest nearby town.

Schedule listed as below: 

 

Stop 1, a local laundromat. 

 

Stop 2, a local supermarket. 

 

Stop 3, a local photo-printing shop and a local mamak restaurant. 

 

Faint murmurs at the back of my mind reminded me how nice it

would be to have fresh laundry after a long week. On a side note, we

replenished some necessities and snacks, also bought some

stationery as motivational gift for them to work harder. On some of

the students’ request and our combined opinion, we decided to print

out photos for each student that we tutor. Everyone’s craving was

also all well sorted out after the short but satisfying mamak brunch.

That concluded our trip to the town in the morning, and then we set

off to our next destination. 



DAY 9:  
GUANG YI

The sun was right above of our heads. It was like a competition

where the piercing sunshine was unrelenting to the heat its

same master produced. We arrived in the northern part of the

Kinabalu Park – the world-heritage substation, Serinsim. Walking

into the entrance of the rainforest, we were greeted by soft

sounds of splashing water and a beautiful view of the clear river.

Once leaving our valuables with the teachers, some

accompanied us for a short hiking trip. In slippers and trainers

without a proper sole for most and a 500ml bottle of water in

hand, we started our little hiking journey. 

 

It seemed as if the forest has a mind of its own, sending leeches

as warm welcome. We as guests, although however unwilling,

paid with fresh blood in return for stepping into and exploring

their territory. We paid a visit to the tomb of a local hero,

Sigunting and also the grave of the tallest man. 

 

3.6km to and fro in total. Approximately 2.5 hours. 

 

Sweats trickling, heavy breathes, dehydrated bodies. We

replenished ourselves with a scrumptious lunch prepared by the

teachers. Several dishes such as roasted chicken, chilli chicken,

fishes and vegetable dishes were all laid out on the table in

buffet style, together with a small station beside the hut where

we also get to have some refreshing Pandan coconuts to

quench our thirsts. Alongside the feast, we also celebrated

Headmaster George’s birthday as well. 

 

This very place also became our temporary crossroad with the

Tumunda team. 



DAY 9:  
GUANG YI

With team spirits high and cheers roaring, everyone was hyped

up and on their nerves, not because of competitiveness but

due to the chilly gushing water flowing down the river,

catching the attention of onlookers. Everyone was probably

waist deep in the river water. Mini games were introduced and

competition naturally sparked. Without knowing what we have

gotten ourselves into, suddenly, we are the lego parts in an

imaginary construction. The first battle was the battle of length,

the second was the battle of height and the final was to see

which team could make a larger circle. Later that afternoon, we

played another two mini games where first, we compete by

throwing eggs at our teammates and win by securing it, not

letting it fall into the river and second, blowing flour off the

plastic plates. 

 

Of course, Sher Maine’s re-enactment the infamous Lion King

moment of the day must not be forgotten. Looking back at our

photo album, we all took so many group pictures by the river.

These images will hopefully be imprinted as one of our

precious memories in the future. Don’t think we would ever

forget the moment of happiness and relief when we saw both

CLEAN and RUNNING water. #onlyTeringaithings 

 

Without bringing an extra set of clothes with us, we were

forced to return in a cold, wet and soaked manner. Back in the

back of the hi-lux, I could feel the cold wind grazing our

cheeks. The girls’ hair messy, tangled and untamed. Despite all

that, it was worth the fun we had. At that point, everyone only

wished for us to quickly arrive back in Teringai for a nice

shower (only to face Teringai living up to its reputation of the

lack of clean running water later for half of us). 

 

It was time to go ‘home’. 

Time to leave what was temporary. 

Back to the embrace of our kids back in Teringai. 

Only the ride back wasn’t as peaceful as I thought it would

be. 



DAY 10: IMAN
After yesterday’s fun day out at the pekan and Taman Sorinsim, I was ready to start teaching the kids again

and making the best out of my last few days with them. Since this was my second time back at Teringai, I

knew how heart-wrenching it would be to leave them behind yet again. And admittedly, I could feel myself

starting to feel sad already, knowing the end of the project was coming fast. We didn’t have any classes

with the Year 6 students until 11:50AM on Mondays. So, I spent that morning prepping for the upcoming

lessons with the student in my group (Aimie, Ronodit & Edry) and helping to finish up our mural at the

student “asrama,” which was part of our annual Projek Keceriaan this year. 

Painting the mural at the student accommodation building

Instead of our usual lessons, we had a Health & Hygiene workshop today. During the workshop, we taught

the students the proper method to clean their hands and wash their teeth. Sadly, we weren’t able to make

the workshop as interactive as we had hoped because there was a severe water shortage during the

second week of our project. Hence, we chose to conserve the limited water we had instead of using it for

the planned demonstration and “teeth-brushing” activity. 

 

Luckily, the kids were still excited about the workshop because they were each given a dental hygiene kit

– all thanks to Colgate Palmolive who generously provided them for the beneficiaries of Project Teringai-

Tumunda. 

 

Besides teaching them about basic hygiene, we also taught them how to treat minor cuts and wounds and

ensured they knew what to do in more dangerous situations. This was something new that we chose to

implement this year because last year, so many students injured themselves and their cuts got infected

because they didn’t know they had to clean it. 

Students during the Health & Hygiene workshop



DAY 10: IMAN

At night, we went continued our usual extra lessons with the

students. 

 

For my lessons today, I decided to recap all the things that I

taught Aimie, Ronodit & Edry during the previous week.

Although they didn’t remember everything, I was happy to see

that they could answer most of the questions I gave them

without much difficulty. Still, I couldn’t help but question: what

is it that I’m really leaving behind for them? Is it only lessons

about how to multiply and divide, or all the conjunctions and

pronouns in the English language? Is this all I have to give

them? 

 

And the answer is no. I wanted to make sure they understood

that it’s okay not to understand. That is part of learning. I

wanted them to understand that yes, you can be frustrated,

upset or angry when you’re struggling to wrap your brain

around something, but you shouldn’t let that stop you from

trying. I needed them to understand that they shouldn’t be

ashamed or afraid to admit that they didn’t understand. That

it’s okay to say, “Kakak, I don’t know” or “Kakak, I need help.” I

needed them to believe me when I said “you can do it.” 

Ronodit brought along his “rumah 
semut” to class tonight. He named 

one of the ants in here Kilau. 
 



DAY 11:  
NUR ALIA 

My alarm went off at 6 am. As I made my way to the kitchen to

freshen up, my mind started to count the number of days I had

left with the kids at the school. Determined to make that day

another productive teaching day, I kicked start the day with a

hearty breakfast prepared by Kakak before making my way to

the primary six class for Maths lesson. 

 

There was so much satisfaction in seeing my kids doing so well

in solving the questions which I am quite sure, they would not

be able to do a week ago. They have progressed so well and I

am so proud of my kids for keep on pushing and trying to solve

each question given even after a few failed attempts. One of

my kids, Elly, refused to take a longer break even if she was

way ahead of her peers because she wanted to learn more and

make the best out of her remaining time with me. 

In the evening, we had the second dance practice, still

centered around the dance moves for kung fu panda song. I

could tell that the kids were having so much fun from their

never-ending laughter and energy. We, the volunteers could

not even be half as energetic as the kids! We then ended the

session by singing Laskar Pelangi- the song that we would be

singing during closing ceremony. While singing that song

together with the kids, as the meaning of the lyrics seeped into

my heart, I could not help but to feel sad. ‘Keep on dancing and

laughing, even if the world is not as beautiful as the heaven..’ I

was well aware of the fact that I might not be able to see the

kids again after we leave and deep inside, I really hope and

pray that these kids will grow up to be a good and successful

person but most importantly, they will always be happy and

content with whatever they choose to pursue in their life. 

 

After dinner, we rushed over to the class for extra class. The

session went on as usual with occasional screams from some

of the volunteers (caused by flying bugs/insects/’tokki’ but

what’s new). At 9.40 pm, we walked back to the house after

another tiring yet productive day while telling each other

stories about our kids. 



DAY 12: SHAIRASHREE

The day started early as usual. We woke up to the sound of the headmaster giving a speech during the

assembly. Today also marks the start of a major water shortage. All of us had been hoping it would rain

one of these days but to no avail. Nevertheless, we freshened up and headed to the canteen for some

warm milo and tuna sandwiches. 

 

After breakfast, all of us headed into class to start teaching. By day 11, our kids were comfortable with us

and would ask us some questions if they didn’t understand. All the volunteers could also see some

improvement in their kids. We had English and Maths classes during schooling hours today. By lunch

time, all of us were drained physically due to the heat as well as the long hours of teaching. We had our

lunch and some of us headed back to the house for a quick nap to boost our energy before heading for

dance practice at 2pm. 

Dance practice session

Since the closing ceremony will be held tomorrow, we

taught them the last bits of dance moves to the songs

Kung Fu Fighting and Original Sabahan. The dance

practice was led by myself, Guang Yi and Sher Maine.

Later, all the volunteers and the kids sang with full

“semangat” to the song Laskar Pelangi. The song about

achieving dreams regardless of the circumstances was

so heart-warming that it made some of the volunteers’

teary, including myself. Even after the practice session

was over, the kids still wanted to dance so they asked us

to continue playing songs for them to dance to. Some of

the volunteers joined in and danced with the kids. 

 

As usual every day during 4-5pm, we played with the

kids. Some of us played volleyball with the older kids

(year 5,6), while some of us played with the younger kids.

We were amazed with the creativity of their games.

Today, we played “buah-buahan” where we all act like

we are fruits and the master will wait for us to mature,

then feed us to the grandmother if we don’t escape in

time. 

 

After extra classes at night, we prepared gifts and letters

with motivation to our individual kids. Overall, it was a

satisfying day as we got to bond more with the kids

before heading home as well as have last classes with

them before the closing ceremony tomorrow. 

My two kids (Jericho, Andy) and I 



DAY 13:  
SHER 

MAINE

7 am in the morning, we were woken up by the senamrobik

session happening in the field. It went on for an hour we gave

up trying to sleep in hahaha. 

 

After eating breakfast, we donned our traditional clothes and

waited for the majlis perpisahan to start. Many of us started

taking pictures with the kids by the corridor. Some of the kids

started crying before the majlis started. I was surprised to see

some of the tough kids crying. 

 

During the majlis, the headmaster gave a speech and we

collected our certificates. Finally, it was time for us to perform

with the kids. We danced to Kungfu Fighting and Original

Sabahan. We ended the performance by singing Laskar

Pelangi. The teachers loved our performance and asked for an

encore. So, we danced Original Sabahan again as it was

everyone’s favourite. We danced to our heart’s content albeit

being all sweaty and hot. After the performance, we ate lunch

in class. Meanwhile, the teachers and students were having a

karaoke session in front. I can vouch that Sabahans love to

karaoke. The headmaster and at least half of our volunteers

sang as well. 

 

After the karaoke session, we went to take pictures with the

mural painting. The asrama kids were saton the stairs just

looking at us vain adults taking pics. 

 

That afternoon, our usual extra class was turned into a bonding

session. Some kids were playing board games and the rest

were chatting about their personal life. 



DAY 13:  
SHER 

MAINE

During our daily 4-5pm playtime, we had another dance

session. We did both of our performance dances again but this

time kids from the other age groups joined as well. On top of

that, we did a few of the senamrobik dances from the first

week. Marshella and Eleanor both went up stage to lead the

kids. Some of the kids could really dance!! Diego was so

focused and eager to learn. He gave me the cute face and

begged me to lead senamrobik. How could I say no :’) 

 

After days without water supply, we finally got to shower with

the asrama girls using water from the tangki although we

always feel soapy after showering hehe😊 Our daily motto in

Teringai was to ‘Live in ignorance, shower in ignorance, and

sleep in ignorance’. That’s how we got by the water shortage,

tinted water from the tangki, and stagnant algae water from the

sungai ❤ 

 

During the night session, some of us gave our kids a

motivational talk about their life. We got our last tokek scares

from the kids and said our goodbyes. 

 

Everyone was like “we are not gonna sleep tonight” as it was

our last night in Teringai (of course, everyone went to bed early

heheheh). That night, we lied on the ground in the open air,

stargazed and learned to appreciate the beautiful sky. Zheyi

didn’t join us as he was the first to sleep. And without doubt, we

witnessed him sleep talk for the last time. 

 

The next morning, each of us gave a few words of advice to the

kids during the closing ceremony. We shook every kid’s hand

from darjah 1 to darjah 6. Every darjah 6 kid cried. All the boys

sat at the edge of the court facing away from the crowd trying

not to show their weakness (because guys were deemed to be

strong) while the girls cried in a huddle. 

 

After that, we loaded our bags into the van. As I headed

towards the van, the kids pulled me back and asked me to stay

😦 My heart melted and I didn’t know what to say so I told them

I had to “kerja di office” lol. When we were in the van, the kids

were all lined up along the padang waving at us. They ran

alongside the van while waving and crying… I managed to hold

back my tears thus far. When they were blocked by the school

gates and could no longer run, I gave in and cried when I had

my last sight of them. </3 


